JANUARY 8-10, 2016

Mobilizing for the National Weekend of Prayer
Thank You for standing with us as a modern-day abolitionist and assisting in mobilizing for this important and
dynamic weekend of awareness and prayer that leads to action.
Becoming a mobilizing coordinator in your area is simple, yet extremely important. As a volunteer
representative, you’re encouraged to invite pastors, leaders and people within your community to be a part of
the National Weekend of Prayer to End Slavery and Trafficking.
Here is a simple list for you to follow in helping us mobilize.
1. Word of mouth and social media are the most effective tools for mobilizing.
2. Share the website with others and encourage them to sign up to participate or organize.
3. Print out the promotional letter to pastors as well as our flyers to mail, pass out, or hand deliver to those who
you think would be willing to either organize, lead, or participate in one or all of the events.
4. Let Pastors know that, at a minimum, we’re asking them to commit to doing something during their weekly
service.
5. Encourage them to select at least one other event they’d be willing to host or organize in the area.
6. Follow up with them, and if they’ve committed, encourage them to fill out the form on our Events Page
through our website. Or, you can enter the information for them.
7. If you’re unable to find a church or an organization willing to host or lead an event, organize something with
a small group fellowship such as a discipleship class.
8. Join us for our weekly conference call.
9. Let us know what events, and their locations, are taking place in your area.
10. Pray for the weekend events and all of those who are working hard to participate.
Contact us if you have any questions, comments, praise reports or specific prayer requests. We look forward to
hearing from you!
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